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WHAT’S IN IT?

This report has two parts. In the review part I describe my findings stemming from the interview sessions and 
the interview transcripts. It provides analysis and evaluation of the high performance efforts of FHC and other 
stakeholders in Canada’s field hockey landscape. I came to my conclusions by heavily using my own experience 
based on my background of business administration and of working for about 20 years in high performance 
environments in hockey and soccer in Germany and by comparing this experience with what I learned from my 
interview partners about Canada’s system. 

By questioning the status quo I hopefully add food for thought for further discussions with the goal that 
stakeholders understand that major change in the system is needed. This understanding hopefully facilitates 
the process of aligning forces. The alternative of course is resisting change and sticking to the status quo and 
heading for minor adjustments. In my eyes this would be the perfect way to fail in the pursuit of developing 
world class teams consistently.

The second part is about consequences, the outline of a solution to perform much better so to finally reach world 
class level in female and male hockey.

REVIEW CONSEQUENCES

Analysis and evaluation of status quo in 
relation to “real and absolute” HP

Perspective from outside Canada’s system Suggestion and ideas to explore

Outlining of solution

Food for thought
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THE REVIEW PROCESS

The genesis of this review was the 2019 change in leadership at FHC. Following the Olympic qualification 
games in late 2019, FHC asked me to lead this review process. A clear scope was provided. The review had 4 
key phases:

Phase 1 of the review involved a review of the key strategies, including FHC Strategic Plan; OTP presentations 
and materials from the past decade, as well as Canadian sport system and FIH / International sport key 
documents and trends.

From this review and building on the scope provided, a framework of questions particular to each stakeholder 
was developed. In total, 94 people were consulted and interviewed. They were representative of all key 
stakeholders.

Interviews were conducted with all identified stakeholders. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the urgency 
in timeline, this whole process was conducted online. Zoom was used to conduct face to face interviews. All 
interviews were recorded and transcribed through the web platform: transcribe.com. 

Clear trends and themes emerged from the interviews. These were interpreted and analyzed in phase 3 of 
the review. Through identification of the trends and common themes, I was able to connect these to key high 
performance needs and gaps to offer some reflections on possible solutions.

Finally these were developed into this report. The purpose is to present the report with key recommendations, to 
the FHC Board of Directors. 

I have conducted interviews and spoke to various stakeholders and representatives of all levels and functions 
of field hockey in Canada.

Participants came from FHC’s Board of Directors, players of both current national teams and their (ex) coaches, 
alumni (ex-internationals) who in one case hadn’t seen each other for more than 20 years, funding partners 
like Sport Canada and COC and performance partners like OTP, next generation players and coaches, academy 
managers, representatives of various province boards and universities, indoor coaches, managers of clubs, and 
last but not least high school coaches. Their combined input gave a complete picture of what FHC and field 
hockey in Canada has been, what it is and what it could be.

I generally experienced an open and honest level of discussion and encouraged people to clearly express their 
views and not to hold back (sometimes rather strong) opinions. 

PHASE 1: Preparation

PHASE 2: Interviews

PHASE 3: Deep Dive

PHASE 4: Report 

PROCESS SUMMARY



A dominant pattern occurred during most talks: on one hand my interview partners expressed a clear 
understanding of how things are and how things could or should be. They also admitted having negative 
sentiments about other stakeholders (anger, mistrust and silo thinking in isolation), on the other hand there was 
always some constructive element in the talks hinting to hidden or unused potential.

The review was compiled in the spirit of openness and honesty from my side, I understand that parts might 
be taken offensively by some readers, however there is no intention whatsoever from my side. As a non-native 
speaker I struggled from time to time with finding the correct phrase or using proper adequate wording. The 
review is about providing a clear picture of how I evaluate things. It is not about fingerpointing, it is about 
serious and honest feedback to FHC organisation and also to various other stakeholders in the Canadian field 
hockey system. I made a most serious attempt to provide exactly this to the best of my ability. 
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COMMENTS ON CONSEQUENCES & SOLUTIONS

Analysing and evaluating the status quo of FHC‘s HP program was simple and led to a wide range of 
compulsory and desirable consequences. 

By focusing on the positive side of the dominant pattern I compiled the outlines of a solution for FHC (and 
other stakeholders) that will enable the organisation to run an effective HP program in the near future 
that addresses some gaps identified in this review (in the near future). 

This however can and will only happen when FHC provides governance and structures for all stakeholders 
with the clear goal to align forces, come together as “ONE TEAM” in a “Team of Teams” network and 
simultaneously grow “the system“ as a whole. 

Growth here is meant to come in four dimensions: size, quality, culture and revenue streams.



PART ONE 
REVIEW

FIELD HOCKEY CANADA - HP REVIEW 2020 

1
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FINDINGS IN A NUT SHELL

FHC is not running a program deserving an HP label.

Field Hockey Canada and the Board of Directors have failed to provide the structure and leadership or to 
own the mandate of the relevant stakeholders of the system as a whole to run real and absolute HP which 
aims for world class.

The resulting “vacuum” has produced a system in which stakeholders perceive/experience working 
in isolation, silo thinking, disconnect, anger and mistrust, lack of vision and purpose, unclear talent 
pathways, lack of competition, inadequate coaching quality, lack of performance culture, lack of 
alignment, lots of “me’s” and hardly any “we’s”. All leading to no high performance.

Silver lining: It is not just about negatives and weaknesses. The system holds positives and strengths as 
well. There is a wide range of untouched opportunity and potential.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

Analysing an organisation running an HP program I expected to find:

My Expectations

a target orientated, cohesive, sustainable and well funded system, that 

is deeply rooted in a (higher) purpose,
 
is led and run (governance and leadership) by people with a clear notion of what they really want,
 
provides a clear talent pathway, 

exposes athletes/teams/coaches to the best learning environments possible, supporting the quest for 
mastery

builds and supports a value-based team culture, 

promotes people with a growth mindset who are stubbornly striving for the highest achievable success. 
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is more or less the opposite. 

Obviously “the system” is a fragmented landscape of isolated islands, who claim to run HP programs. This 
might be true on a relative base (for example province/university/club/academy A is so much better (funded 
and performing) than provinces/universities/clubs/academies B and C, therefore it runs an HP program), in 
absolute terms it is not (being competitive on top world level). 

In real HP systems simple questions like the following get ticked: 

Due to lack of funding, ineffective and inefficient allocation of existing funds, disconnected and unaligned 
forces and due to missing governance structures and a lack of leadership, due to missing quality on all relevant 
levels (talents, coaches, pitches), it is virtually impossible for Canadian field hockey teams to successfully 
compete on the highest level in the near future.

If FHC as an organisation and all other stakeholders in Canada’s field hockey truly want competitive national 
teams (top 8 in the world), this needs to be fixed and changed.
Fundamentally. I believe it can be done.

Before outlining the solution for “Mission 2028” let’s have a look at the HP components first.

• what is our world ranking? Top 8? Better?
• how many of our national team’s players and coaches are selected for “team World”?
• how many would have a fair chance being selected for the top five teams in the world if they had 

a second passport? 
• do we (from time to time/consistently) own the podium?

What I found...
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HIGH PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS: 1

I expected to find a target orientated, cohesive, sustainable and well-funded system, that:

is deeply rooted in a (higher) purpose

I perceived FHC and related stakeholders in Canada‘s field hockey system at best as “loosely connected”, 
clearly not being able to rely on a bond based on mutual trust towards a common goal using a team effort. 
There is no cohesive, sustainable and well-funded system and surprisingly many people working inside this 
system are totally aware of this and the resulting shortcomings. 

The majority of stakeholders interviewed felt that the “higher purpose” of Canada‘s field hockey is “success” 
defined as occasional participation in majors. This “purpose” seems deeply rooted in the inner belief that 
nothing more is achievable and an exclusive focus on problems and obstacles (the climate, not enough pitches, 
size of the country, people in certain positions who only act out of self-interest and can‘t be trusted, not enough 
money, no general acceptance and usage of indoor, and so on).

Could positive change stem from a replacement of the dominating negative story by a more positive vision? 
How does it look like?

Couldn‘t we start to write a new and very different story? What holds us back? 

Shouldn‘t the strongest players align forces to achieve more for our sensational sport? 

Shouldn’t the provinces align with forces FHC to achieve more for our sensational sport?

Shouldn’t the clubs align with forces FHC to achieve more for our sensational sport?

What prevents us from building a hockey system in which target orientation, cohesion and sustainability are 
must haves?

Findings

Food for Thought
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HIGH PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS: 2

I expected to find a system, that 

is led and run (governance structures and leadership) by people with a clear notion of what they really 
want and who understand HP

In the interview sessions I found quite a few people in Canada’s system with a clear notion of what they want 
(at least they made this impression on me). From an HP perspective however the combined cohesive effort is 
missing, most of the (good) work is done from a “me-first-perspective”, regardless of who the stakeholder is 
(province, club, academy, national team, parents, etc.). This hardly comes as a surprise, it is a result of missing 
governance structures and leadership over at least a decade. There are many captains on many boats, but there is 
no Canadian fleet.

An absolute no-go is the fact that parents were deeply involved in running a national team’s program. I totally 
understand and appreciate the motivation and good will. Still, it is and remains a no-go. Parents are for support. 
Parents of current NT players should not be involved in roles and decisions connected to high performance. 
There is a clear conflict of interest. Good governance structures draw a line here and offer protection for 
players, coaches, parents, the national team and FHC.

Do we have people on board (no matter if on BOD, working fulltime or pro bono for FHC) who know what 
they want (for Canada’s field hockey in general and for the national teams in particular)? Who know the 
difference between what they really want and what they wish for? And who are willing to establish governance 
structures and leadership culture? Drive change according to the set structures?

Does the majority of BOD members understand and support the idea of fundamental change and get this done? 
Get things done? Do the members commit to the idea to make the boat go faster? 

Will other major players, who represent strongholds in the system, be willing to align forces to reach out for 
higher goals? Will major players not only understand and accept the idea, that a team effort is needed to achieve 
better and more ambitious results, will they also buy in and commit to a team effort? Accepting a specific role 
coming with specific responsibilities? Will they be willing to play an active role even though that might require 
to sort out conflicting interests?

Developing the field hockey landscape/culture and world class players and team is an attractive and essential 
goal that needs to be embraced by field hockey in canada in order to evolve into a sustainable top-tier nation.

Findings

Food for Thought
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HIGH PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS: 3

I expected to find a system, that 

provides a clear talent pathway

According to some interview partners the talent pathway is not entirely clear to all athletes. As there are 
profound differences depending on the regional characteristics in the field hockey system I question if a one 
and only talent pathway is desirable and feasible. Certain criteria need to be clear however.  There has to be the 
same principles and needs to be clear standards.

Is the concentration of talents in one or two provinces the only way to expose athletes to desirable learning and 
development environments? How valuable is a competition when the outcome is clear in advance?

Can field hockey Canada’s system afford the loss of talent by forcing talents to make “all in or nothing” 
decisions? Going to US university means “out of the national team”. Is there an alternative?

Taking into account that field hockey does not offer a professional players career, what could be done to install 
a dual pathway for talents? How to combine a long-term hockey perspective with a career after field hockey? 
How can you increase the chances, that (especially female) players stay longer in the hockey system, without 
having to leave at the age of 24/25 due to career perspectives?

Shouldn’t academies play a different role in the system? Rather than serving private interests (mainly), and 
being beneficial for “rich kids” (mainly), shouldn’t they play a much more active role in developing the sport as 
a whole as well? Could’t they all be run under “one flag” – A FHC flag?

Why do Canadian universities lose the “war for talent” versus US universities? Couldn’t it be the other way 
around? If so, what needs to change?

Findings

Food for Thought
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HIGH PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS: 4

I expected to find a system, that 

exposes talents/teams/coaches to the best learning environments possible, supports the quest for 
mastery

Developing world class talent is a crtical foundational requirement to any HP system.  The gaps currently facing 
Field Hockey Canada in this regard are significant and require immediate attention.

There is a lack of qualified field hockey coaches in general, especially at grassroots level. One of my interview 
partners kindly shared some video footage showing a bunch of young girls who played a game on a smaller 
sized pitch. None of the girls had a clue of how to handle the ball, or about basic concepts of the game. The 
level of decision making was close to zero. With one exception. There was one girl who stood out of the lot. She 
shone like a beacon and was so far ahead of her peers, so that she totally dominated the game (she just waited 
20-30 seconds, then the ball was presented to her, she took it, curved around 3 or 4 puzzled “defenders” and 
scored). She was born and educated in Spain.

Talents need highly qualified coaches. Professional coaches. Not parent or volunteer coaches without real 
hockey knowledge. Hockey is a difficult sport to learn, you need to practice it the whole year, not just in spring 
or summer. Talents in Canada get too little exposure to smartly designed learning environments both in quantity 
and quality. Coming from a multi-sports background (=big advantage!!) this is not a huge problem as long as 
players are younger than about 12/13 years. Still it is desirable to have highly qualified skills-coaches when 
training hockey at a younger age. Parents with non-hockey backgrounds are clearly not the best choice here. 
Once reaching the age of 12/13 it is a must have to focus on improvement of skill and tactics and strategic game 
principles as an essential part for improvement and the pursuit of mastery. 

The level of Coaches education seems insufficient. What’s weighing even more heavily is the fact that too small 
a number of ex-players take up a coaching task on grassroot club level and in high schools. On top of that I 
learned that field hockey in high schools is in decline (at least in certain areas) and that it is still seen as a sport 
for girls only.

Players of that critical age group need exposure to regular competition. The level of competition (including 
level of referees) needs to be increased by a considerable margin. Focus needs to be on local competition, 
effectively reducing travel time and costs. FHC and the provinces need to take the lead to create opportunities 
for high quality domestic competition. All HP nations have leagues overseen by the federations responsible for 
the sport. This allows standards to be set and policed. It makes the competition better not only for athletes and 
coaches but for officials too. 

The missing extensive usage of indoor hockey with all the positives for talent development that come along 
with it is a total mystery to me. I learned much of Canada is under ice for half the year, so indoor hockey should 
be part of the Canadian DNA. Again, as usual in Canada, there is the occasional hot spot, but in no way there is 
a systematic use of all the benefits coming from indoor hockey. This should change.

Findings



Could it be that people in Canada’s field hockey are used to thinking in boxes? That “boxes” need to be kept 
separately from each other? Like: don’t link a club with a few high schools, train talents in the clubs AND at 
schools, provide competition out- AND indoors, run summer/winter camps WITH the aid of an academy? Could 
the boxes be joined together through professional coaches who work for multiple partners? All top nations have 
good quality coach education for the sport. All top nations have professional coaches in the club environment. 
Shouldn’t the field hockey community in Canada be aspiring to this?

Food for Thought
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HIGH PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS: 5

I expected to find a system, that 

builds and supports a value-based team culture

Unfortunately the lack of trust is an issue in Canada’s field hockey system (but of course not only there). On 
one hand several interview partners expressed their deep concern about it. On the other hand I found “islands of 
trust” in the system (for example both national teams seem to have a base of trust restricted to their subsystem 
even if the culture and story of each was not an FHC ‘we’ but another ‘me’). Neither cohesion nor sustainability 
can easily grow in an environment of damaged trust in relationships amongst stakeholders.

Findings

Source: Lencioni, Patrick: ‘The Five Dysfunctions of a Team’ (2002)

The team pyramids and the meaning of trust

Trust is the primary foundational value of any team. Teams where members trust one another can still fail, but 
teams where absence of trust is the foundation will sooner or later fail completely. In other words, a team where 
trust is absent isn’t a team.

The value of conflict may sound odd at first, but conflict can be a positive force if there is trust. If team members 
can communicate openly, they reinforce their basic trust and can step up to the next level – committing 
themselves without holding back. Clear communication and open agendas make it far easier to commit to than 
conflict avoidance and the resulting ambiguity. Canadians have the reputation that you do not like conflict. In 
my experience from the interviews there was plenty of underlying conflict, finger pointing and anger towards 
other ‘groups’ etc. Being able to have difficult discussions will be key to change. 

Food for Thought



The penultimate step of Lencioni’s pyramid is accountability. If the team members’ commitments are true and 
plain to see, it becomes much easier to hold each member accountable for achieving (or not achieving) their 
goals. It’s no coincidence that results are the final step. Attention to these results flows naturally from their four 
preceding steps. A dynamic reality.

Of course, this model is fairly static. In reality, a successful team may want to re-evaluate where it’s at on 
a frequent basis. Sometimes accountability doesn’t produce the desired results and the team will go back to 
discussing commitment. Lencioni’s pyramid also needs to be supported by the team’s management. Managers 
have to have the right vision to see what phase of the pyramid their team members are at and where some 
people may need a nudge or further skill development (this includes looking at themselves). For instance, some 
people are naturally more reserved to speak their minds. Individual coaching and team coaching can play a vital 
role here in helping employees reach the next level. Even top-performing teams will require time-out, team 
building or a step back from time to time. Source: https://www.oxygen.be/2460-2/

In my personal career as coach I was involved with Germany’s senior top-level field hockey for a period of 15 
years, the first two in 2001/2002 as an assistant coach helping Bernhard Peters’ World Cup campaign and from 
2003-2015 as head coach for the women (2003-2006) and the men (2006-2015). 

During this period of time I accumulated a huge amount of experience while competing against the best teams 
in the world. While winning a lot there are three tournaments sticking out the lot where I failed badly with my 
teams (CT 2005 women, WC 2006 women, EC 2007 men). Leaving aside the differences in hockey related 
topics all three failures have one thing in common. We had trust issues. Members of these teams didn’t fully 
trust each other or didn’t trust the staff including me and/or vice versa. I took me a while to realise that this 
needed to be fixed. Running HP programs means to develop and unfold potential. You simply can’t do this in 
the absence of trust. In hindsight I would say, I kind of got it right most of the time and it was one of the biggest 
leadership achievements to build strong relationships on the base of trust.

At the risk of getting on the readers nerves I strongly recommend to FHC organisation not to allow that trust 
issues get in the way while trying to build and run HP programs. Identify ‘we’ people who will work together 
and create trust. Get those people in the boat and paddling with FHC. Drive everything in this way. ‘We’ 
employees, ‘we’ players and ‘we’ people leading the system.
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I expected to find a system, that 

promotes people with a growth mindset who are stubbornly striving for the highest achievable 
success

I am impressed by the success of the men’s national teams in the last 30 years (stubbornly qualifying for the 
majors against all odds). I am impressed by the success of the women’s team for a big jump in world ranking in 
2019, coming extremely close to qualify for Tokyo.

If this however is the end of the story, fine, no one and nothing has to change, life can go on in Canada’s field 
hockey. But if you want high performance and success in the sport, which means challenging for podiums in the 
majors (by majors I mean World Cup and Olympic Games), then things need to change.  

The stories behind these achievements by men and womens team are different, as different as the talent pools, 
funding situations, HP programs, talent pipeline, career pathways and so on. All these stories however have 
a common trait. They deal with scarce resources and limitations. They exclusively tell about the struggle for 
survival under unpleasant conditions (like climate, uneducated and unqualified coaches, small talent pool, loss 
of talents, missing competition, work in isolation and others), please forgive a slight exaggeration from my side.

Findings

Could all these negative stories build the base of self-fulfilling prophesies? Could they be replaced by 
something else, may be by more positive scenarios? Who are the “new” storytellers then? Who should be 
writing a different outlook on the future? FHC needs to identify and work with positive story tellers. There is no 
room for those who tell another story or do not drive the positive.

Food for Thought

CURRENT SITUATION IN CANADA’S 
HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

NOBig and growing talent pool?

World class national teams?

Superb coach education?

High quality indoor program?

High class national domestic competition? 

Cohesive HP culture?

Sustainable system?

World class coaches?

Any more No’s?

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YOU BET
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WHICH STORY DO WE WANT? 

THIS ONE? OR THIS ONE?

We have to be realistic and accept we are 
surrounded by ‘no’s’. We punch above 
our weight and it is impossible to achieve 
more. Therefore, let’s all be sensible and 
not touch the current ‘system’.

We understand our current restrictions 
thoroughly. Still we decide to strive for 
more.Therefore we start to change the 
odds, we will grow the system and not stop 
until we become world class. Once this 
happens, we will not stop.



HIGH PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

If FHC is serious about running an HP program and running a target orientated cohesive well-funded hockey system, 
it is quite obvious for the reviewer that major change is required.

It is not sufficient for the pursuit of either goal to rely on a few strongholds that are scattered over the hockey 
landscape, more or less disconnected, more or less running independent programs in self-interest without taking 
higher goals into account. Why are the national teams not the team number one in Canada? Why apparently a 
province, a university, a club, a private academy seems to be more important? Why so many “me’s” and hardly any 
“we’s”? Change means, we need to rebuild the system around a strong “spine” (governance structures and leadership 
quality; definition of roles and responsibilities) and find better ways to collaborate with each other therefore increasing 
the likelihood to achieve much better results (in talent and players numbers, quality of athletes and coaches, world 
ranking, growth and allocation of income streams, etc.) in the future.

It is not at all sufficient to do paperwork like reviews without using the results – no matter how uncomfortable they 
are – and get into doing. Insights alone will not drive change. It is not enough to know, we also have to apply. It is not 
enough to want, we also need to do. We want better players? We train. We compete. We talk, we analyse, we fight. 
We monitor progress and results. We make decisions and stick to them. We build trust and trustworthy relationships. 
Rinse and repeat. Strive for mastery. We are all in this together, so why not make the boat go faster while having lots 
of fun doing so?

We want a better organisation, better collaboration, better results? We align forces, we communicate and act according 
to what we agreed upon, we embrace conflict as it leads to commitment, accountability and focus on results. We 
build a strong culture based on real values, like trust, honesty and autonomy, not on some well sounding meaningless 
marketing gibberish. 

As long as FHC is failing to provide high performance governance structures and leadership, as long as FHC is not 
taking over responsibility to run a connected cohesive hockey system in Canada, success in absolute terms (winning 
medals) will not come. Guaranteed. FHC needs to entise the provinces, clubs, universities and private academies into 
the boat to form the Canadian Fleet. The purpose of the Candian Fleet is  success in the majors. 

As soon as FHC stops to be an organisation that has no relevance for some stakeholders (example: connection and 
communication to clubs should be direct from time to time rather than exclusively done through the province filter) 
people inside the system will feel that change is happening.

If FHC starts to re-connect isolated dots on the field hockey landscape, if FHC succeeds in aligning forces, if FHC 
starts to reach out and build strong relationships based on respect and trust, success in many ways will follow. If 
stakeholders start to buy into the idea that there is a higher purpose and that this can only be achieved in an combined 
team effort with everyone finding a place and contribute to the best of abilities, success in many ways will follow.

As soon as FHC and other stakeholders stop making non-sense, a significant move from relative HP to absolute HP 
is possible. Rather than blocking each other and looking for the “villains” in the system, it might be a better approach 
for stakeholders and FHC to find people with a growth mindest who embrace change and choose to really work 
together.

Conclusions
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Everybody, sooner or later, sits down to a banquet of consequences.
- Robert Louis Stevenson
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PART 2 INTRODUCTION

After finishing analysis of the current field hockey system and expressing lots of criticism I would finally like to 
shift the focus to outlining possible solutions for “mission impossible”. Additionally I will offer a few ideas that 
hopefully provoke further dialogue and exploration on the side of readers and decision makers.

I will exclusively stick to structural and system relevant recommendations and I will refrain from 
recommending “(big) names” for certain tasks. The goal of this review is to outline a solution build from a 
“modern” framework surrounding a classical pyramidal three-layer structure to successfully run Canada’s field 
hockey, while simultaneously running a real high performance program. 

My emphasis is to show options to re-build and re-set the system, as I believe “the rest” will follow. Success is a 
product of performance. With a bit of luck it will come, only after we do lots of hard work and lots of things we 
can influence “in the right way” to increase our performance level. From time to time this level is good enough 
that we achieve results we or others name successful.

“System first” means that hiring big names and handing over the program for short times is clearly not an 
approach for FHC achieving sustainability and cohesion. There is a huge probability that Canada’s field 
hockey is in a long wait for a major success, aka a success in a major tournament, aka owning the podium. By 
building a robust system aligning forces and using the quality already existing within the system the wait will 
be shortened considerably (no pun intended). A podium in 2028 is possible if this all happens now. Find and 
sign quality people who serve the system first and make it stronger. These people need to buy in for 8-10 years 
minimum. 

To deliver a system first approach clearly needs a transition phase with external consultant high performance 
expertise in some form (HPD or Head Coaches) needed to ‘show the way’.  After 3-5 years of solid building 
work, there will be enough knowledge in the country to build a Canadian made system. 
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CONSEQUENCES AND SOLUTIONS IN A NUT SHELL

FHC and BOD provide strong governance structures and clear leadership by using top-down approach 
with clear roles and responsibilities for all stakeholders in the system. 

Why-What-How: define clear purpose of FHC, grow the system (size, quality, culture, revenue streams), 
use dual operation system to get things done.

Change the story: create a new story and culture to align forces behind a higher purpose and create 
stronger “we”. A story of podium success. A story where no one who wants to be in the boat is left behind.

Focus on potential and people with growth mindset. Connect. 

The System
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CONSEQUENCES, SOLUTIONS & IDEAS 1

1. Spine, as-if Pyramid and framework

For a start we will have a look at one side of the structure of the system first, the spine and the as-if pyramid. I 
will outline a possible solution for what I believe could work out rather well for Canada’s field hockey.

A real HP program has to be run by a HP director. FHC has to hire one. It is a must have and there can’t be 
any discussion about it. Untenable conditions of the past (national team coach and HPD in one person; parents 
“managing” a national teams campaign) are clear “no-gos”. She or he will be responsible for both HP programs, 
female and male. This includes NextGen / junior teams and indoor. The coaches of both national teams and of 
both next generation teams will report to the HPD, who reports to FHC’s CEO and BOD.

Steering committee (SC): this committee consists of all responsible national team coaches, OTP consultant (if 
they agree), the HPD, one representative responsible for HP in each of the provinces, academies and universities 
and one member of the BOD who is the person representing high performance on the BOD. The HPD is 
the Chair of this committee. All relevant questions regarding HP (national teams and system (competition, 
diagnostics/training, usage of indoor, talent pathways, dual career issues, etc.) are dealt with on the SC. 
Decisions are made here. HPD is at the centre of this and garners input from the broader stakeholders. BOD and 
CEO will receive information and should only interfere, if a “higher purpose/interest” is at stake. HPD and SC 
run HP.

The SC is free to invite other stakeholders or experts (topic related, occasionally) to seek advice (for example 
alumni, club representatives, indoor specialists, etc). The outcomes of SC meetings are owned and shared by all 
– so each outcome is implemented at each level of the system. The HPD owns the national teams from junior to 
senior.
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Why the combination of HPD + SC?

Simple. In the past there were quite a few silos. In the future we simply can’t afford silos, neither in the 
organisational structure nor in thinking. It is simply too expensive and totally counterproductive in regard 
of developing world class national teams. Therefore we need to learn to cooperate and collaborate in team 
environments where each team member is a representative of relevant stakeholders. This is a core team in the 
“team of teams” set up (see below).

The second layer of the pyramid is led by a technical director who is responsible for performance (below the 
level of national teams), competition and development of the sport. She/he is also head of a steering committee.

The third layer is also led by a technical director and a steering committee. The responsibility is to develop 
and grow the quality in the grassroots section. Here it is mainly about clubs, high schools and coaches education 
on a basic level and integrating highly qualified coaches on grassroots level (as well).

Both TDs have strong connections with each other’s field of work. They also have an interface to the HPD as 
they build the base layers of the pyramid, the foundation of any real HP program.

Structure Tier 1: High Performance

HP LEADERSHIP

SERVICE PROVIDERS

HP COACHING STAFF

HPD

IST

WNT JNT

SC

HP
Manager

MNT JNT

FHC lead high 
performance. Lead 
the talent pathway. 
Work with Canadian 
sport system team of 
teams. Create team 
of teams vision with 
community.

Structure Tier 2: Performance, Competition and Development

HP SYSTEM LEADERSHIP

SERVICE PROVIDERS

SYSTEM STAFF

Tech.
Director

CSI

Schools Clubs

SC

Program
Manager

Coach/
Officials/

Education

FHC provide technical 
leadership to a 
partnership approach  
with provinces, 
universities, 
academies and / or 
clubs
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Structure Tier 3: Grassroots

GRASSROOTS LEADERSHIP

SYSTEM STAFF

Tech.
Director

Schools Clubs

SC

Coach/
Officials/

Education

FHC provide 
technical leadership 
to  partnerships  with 
provinces and /or 
clubs

Field Hockey Canada is part of a bigger team: the Canadian Sport System. This team includes the Olympic 
Committee, Sport Canada and the HP arm: Own the Podium. There is a network of high-performance for 
Canadian Sport. To date, Field Hockey Canada has opted to build private partnerships and ‘go it alone’. This is 
okay, but limited. It is more favorable to be part of the Canadian HP network. I recommend building the team 
as part of the Canadian sports system. Start with IST leadership from CSI so the team in all hubs are connected 
strongly on many levels. 
 
Shared knowledge and practices must be utilized. If coaches and practitioners want to work in isolation and 
exclude other programs and experts, there is a problem. A high performance environment should be challenging 
everyone within it and searching for the best. 

Another benefit of forming a partnership with CSI to access IST leadership.
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The Spine

This is the core team of the Team of Teams setting. It is built from a lean version or core of BOD (finance, HP, 
Province), FHC’s CEO, the HPD and both TDs. 

Its task is not to rule and do politics, the task is to make sure we all work together on a base of trust and to make 
the boat go faster.

This core team of the teams will oversee HP in Canada. Its spine is a must for HP governance. Committee 
structure is good to begin to establish governance roots so long as there are regular reporting and operational 
management of HP remains with HPD. Technical authority must sit with the HPD. The building of the team of 
teams through committees is a major development towards the much-needed step-change in culture towards 
developing an ‘us’.
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Key Recommendations for the Spine of the Team of Teams 

At Governance Level

At Staff Level

At Finance Level

• Identify a HP lead on the BoD.
• Ensure self-interest needs to be kept at arms length from BoD and leadership positions
• Athlete Directors should be at least 5 years post playing career before joining the BoD
• Consider the development of an agreed Charter to identify roles and responsibilities at all levels of 

participation. This makes FHC, provincial, club and university roles clear.

• Lead by example: remove silos and align FHC’s HP under clear leadership structure
• Appoint key positions: HPD, Technical Director (performance, competition, development), 

Technical Director (Grassroots).
• NextGen comes under the HPD leadership.
• Get coaches on field – minimize logistical administration.
• One HP Manager to serve the HP team (s) and structure.
• FHC may consider PT roles or partnership approaches to positions but only with top-down 

leadership. 
• IST should be embedded in the Canadian Sport System Team of Teams.
• Prioritise on a Tier by Tier basis. Tier 1 structure first. Tier 2 and 3 structures can be partnerships to 

create the team of teams.

• Shared positions with clubs, univerisites, provinces reduces FHC overhead.
• CSI partnerships reduces FHC overheads.
• HP budget management sits with HPD – who reports to CEO.
• HP budget needs to invest in players / HP learning through quality competitive experiences. At least 

50% of budget into competition. 
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CONSEQUENCES, SOLUTIONS & IDEAS 2

2. Framework around spine and as-if pyramid

Team of Teams

This is the second part of organisational structures. From a traditional and hierarchical point of view it is no 
option for FHC to run a top down approach. Simply because the provinces, universities, academies and clubs 
are no “business”-units within the “hierarchy” of the organisation. Nevertheless using a conceptional top down 
approach will be necessary to develop world class national teams. Ideally in a HP system they would be and 
everyone would work to the same plan with a focus on Team success. So this in a way is the paradox. You will 
have to live with it or change it through changing the whole governance of the sport in line with a longer term 
view of success. 

Getting results in a complex system like field hockey in Canada you need to work around the paradox. 
Examples for this strategy come from real life. This is what General Stanley McChrystal did while being 
burdened with the task to fight Al Qaeda in Iraq. At some point he posed himself the question of how it could be 
that the best trained army in the world, with the best equipment on earth and the support of various intelligence 
services came to the verge of losing against an opponent who was refusing to fight “the traditional way”. He had 
to rethink his strategic traditional approach. This was his solution:
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There are seven key ideas that show how to better achieve impact in a complex system 
like field hockey in Canada.

1. In our complex world, efficiency shouldn’t be the ultimate goal. 

2. Success is achieved through resilience and adaptability. 

3. Teams are the perfect entities to produce solutions in a complex world. 

4. When there are too many people to put in a team, form a team of teams instead. 

5. A team of teams needs to see the whole system in which it operates. 

6. A team of teams needs to support the relationships among teams as strongly as those within a single team. 

7. A team of teams needs to have the power to make decisions within the structure provided and supported by 
FHC.
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The huge advantage of utilising this structural approach is that FHC can take into account the big 
differences existing in the system. The Spine team and CEO “command and control” in particular need to:

- develop common purpose
- spark connections
- empower teams and people (growth mind set, identify and work with the “we”- people)
- stimulate shared understanding

Led by HPD and TDs the guys of the “machine room teams” make things happen, no matter if we talk national 
teams, competition systems on club or university level, coach education, funding, managing dual career 
pathways. It is done by teams responsible for specific tasks.

When forming the Teams, FHC needs to consider:

IF everyone is aligned in purpose
IF everyone is willing to work together in an open, positive way
IF there is clear HP Direction and clear HP governance
IF there is a clear accountability framework
IF there are clear values respected by team members
IF everyones role – at club, school, province, university is clear and everyone is willing to work to deliver 
THEIR role as part of TEAM success

THEN HP success will follow.

This sounds easy. It is when one simple criteria is fulfilled: you get the right people in the FHC boat who are 
all willing to put personal agendas aside to row towards the podium in 2028. By FHC identifying the ‘why’, 
you will find the right people. According to Simon Sinek we start with “Why” – develop a common purpose. 
Only then we think about “What” – answer “What”-questions below very clearly; use threefold as-if pyramid 
with top down approach and team of teams. Finally we think about “How” to get things done – empower teams, 
empower people, spark connections, stimulate shared understanding, use dual operating system to get things 
done. It is essential to start with why and what, no matter how tempting it is to start with how. “How” is the 
project layer. Here we will have teams solving funding issues, create a digital world for coaches education, 
make strategical alliances with European clubs and Canadian companies to add quality to talent pathways, and 
so on.

FHC is already on the way to achieving this Team of Teams. There is a committee (team) structure to take 
care of solving problems and creating progress in key areas. This can be built on and teams interconnected. 
No one willing is left behind so clubs, universities, provinces and other representatives should all be included. 
All Teams are FHC and everyone in the boat is paddling the same direction. Teams are empowered to deliver 
against accountabilities.
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Key Recommendations for the Framework around the Spine: Creating the Team of Teams 

• Everyone in the community has the opportunity to be in the Team of Teams. Create the opportunity 
for this to happen. 

• Consider ways to keep the Team of Teams connected – through a communications platform, through 
FHC badge in the community, through membership connectivity.

• Team of Teams can be committees / partnership positions / HP etc and are all connected by FHC. 
What is vital is a common purpose and clear accountability framework for all teams.

• Criteria to be in any team is value based and accountability.
• Work on small, consistent wins with partners who want to be in the team.
• Organize a community summit to understand what/ who all the Team of Teams are and sign up to 

how to work effectively together.
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CONSEQUENCES, SOLUTIONS & IDEAS 3

3. Interconnectedness and Growth 

FHC as an organisation must think of ways to achieve impact on all levels in the field hockey system. The idea 
of “interconnectedness” ensures that silos and results of silo thinking are reduced to a minimum. This is difficult 
for an organization of FHC’s size, but possible through the creation of the Team of Teams.

The ultimate target is growth: in the number of players, in the quality inside the system, in the team culture 
and in revenue streams and overall revenue generated. FHC needs to engage the community in buying in to the 
national teams. Everyone contributes to national team success by being in the team. 

The interconnectedness and growth will take place through two mechanisms: 

i. Organised in an organic team of teams set up
ii. Organised as a strategic team of teams set up

Often these mechnisms work in a connected way. For example, use the existing academy system to add 
quality and grow “organically” –  if private academies want to be part of the big vision for HP success, 
they buy in. This gives the right to use the FHC brand and be part of the recognized pathway which signals 
interconnectedness, purpose and alignment of talent pathway in CAN. The return is financial contributions to 
NT success. If this is not possible, work in partnership with clubs, provinces and universities to add an academy. 

FHC academies should use ex-internationals, enable them to make a career and a living in hockey as academy 
leaders and field hockey growers. This also creates professional coaches in the system. Over time, quality 
professional coaches produce quality HP players. Construction occurs in and through a network of hubs with 
a profit sharing approach. In this model, the national teams belong to the whole community of field hockey 
in Canada. The whole community benefits from national team expertise, have access to them as role models 
etc. and the national teams benefit from the funding coming to them. This way Canada has high performance 
national teams on the podium. Connect. Use synergies. Build the FHC HP community.  Hubs = academy + 
university + clubs + high schools. Those in the FHC boat have opportunities within the International set up and 
structure. 
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Key Recommendations for Interconnectedness and Growth

• Create the Team of Teams to deliver quality daily training environments.
• The daily training environment needs to be created in localized hubs with training camp / 

competition camp set up during the right windows of the year. 
• FHC structure should have top coaches in the East and in the West to deliver quality daily training. 
• A medal in 2028 comes from creating a strong domestic competiton structure now. Players stay in 

own clubs and compete for titles against other NT players.
• Strong leagues should be led by provinces. They should be FHC leagues and have meanginful 

outcome – competition should be strong and leading to ‘winning’ and / or national team selection.
• FHC provides localized training hubs with centralized camps in Canada for training and abroad for 

competition. 
• Camps should be cost effective through partnerships. Hosting a NT camp is prestigious and valuable 

– FHC should look to form partnerships with those who value its national teams and want to be part 
of something bigger.

• Use synergies while running national or provincial or club camps, run coaching clinic alongside 
and/or talent special skill days (=make it a special event: find the best tomahawk scorer of the day 
measuring speed and accuracy; drag flic competition; etc.)
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CONSEQUENCES, SOLUTIONS & IDEAS 4

Training Environment, Pathways and Culture

FHC has tried various models of centralising for training. In Toronto for indoor, in Vancouver for outdoor and 
even in Europe for the women’s team in 2018-19. There are pros/cons of centralising but in developing a long 
term plan with a system first approach, I recommend a hybrid model is adopted.

This avoids skimming talents by out of the system by excluding them – a situation which means everyone loses. 
The system needs to find ways to keep everyone in the system. Players peak in their late twenties, so Canada 
cannot afford to have talents aspiring to US univeirsities and then stopping the sport at 23 when they finish 
university. Keep frequent touching points with foreign based players. Select the best teams, no matter what.
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Training Environment, Pathways and Culture

Training Environment, Pathways and Culture

• Create a hybrid model which is formally part of the system. This includes local and centralised 
approach. It includes Europe and US as part of the talent pathway.

• Use the clubs in Europe. Form a partnership with clubs or a Federation. Belgium and Germany 
would be the most suitable environments to support current status of development.

• Use foreign coaches to inject knowledge and expertise into national team programs, events, coach 
education. They supplement and leave a legacy on coaching staff to contine to build the coaching 
talent in Canada.

• Send younger “pipeline players” over to Europe for hockey education / personal growth. Critical 
piece of this is that it is done through formal partnership so ensure monitoring and feedback is 
provided.

• Build competition by combining outdoor and indoor hockey (for example: Canadian champion 
could be club or university team, points added up from both in- and outdoor).

• Use competition events to promote the sport (especially indoor), involve national teams or players in 
events, involve alumni with active roles.

• Create a top level FHC academy competitive event to provide appropriate domestic competition 
against peers’ as this is a critical element of creating world class players. 

The talent pathway needs to identify the multisport athletes at aged 12 and begin the hockey education through 
year round training and competition. If field hockey Canada does not start doing this, you will not manufacture 
the talent you need for podium success. IST and Athlete Support services must play a key role in educating the 
physical and psychological. All those in the talent pathway must be overseen by HPD and their specialist team. 
No more accidental approach. No more leaving this to clubs or provinces. This is FHC’s responsibility, FHC 
needs to identify and train talents at 12 or 13 and manage their development from that point on. Working WITH 
clubs and other stakeholders is essential but FHC must be clear on their leadership role in this.

Manufacturing gaps and exit points by not offering age groups for training or competing will lose talents. I 
recommend u12, u14, u16, u18, u20 (u21 WC) and Senior pathways. The JWC is now every two years so it is 
more important than ever to identify, train, select and compete with national teams at all age group levels. FHC 
should be giving annual competitive opportunities to u16, u18 and u20 teams in preparation for the JWC and 
podium success.

The system has 3 tiers. The pathway within each is different. All are important. All exist together. There is no 
room for siloed thinking or approach to the system. This is unacceptable. So far everyone seems to say they 
are running a ‘high performance’ program. Is this to give credibility? It is more credible to call things what 
they actually are. The performance, development and grassroots are just as important.  FHC needs to value and 
support the work other stakeholders do in other tiers. FHC needs to offer the technical leadership to excel and 
grow.  Place value on there tiers too and ask stakeholders to work in the team to deliver to clear areas they are 
accountable to. 
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CONSEQUENCES, SOLUTIONS & IDEAS 5

Cohesion – Sustainability – Funding

Key Recommendations for Cohesion, Sustainability and Funding

Foundation, Alumni, strategical partnerships with business companies

Allocation of funds and revenue streams

Funding based on different columns (OTP, foundation, Friends of field hockey Canada (national teams), 
income streams (contributions from Prov/Unis/Acads). Volleyball Canada added – Add the option of paying an 
additional stipend to ‘Join the team’ when members join each year. Use small percentage of anything done in 
field hockey in Canada to support FHC’s foundation (which in turn supports system players in need in the future 
ranging from national teams campaign to grassroots level in the future).

Involve and engage OTP in FHC’s change program. OTP are FHC’s high performance partners who can assist 
and guide the change which is necessary. Build a system which is grounded in the evidence of how effective HP 
systems run.

Cohesion is founded through a sustainable approach. Make ownership of National Teams part of the whole 
community – there is a pride in our national teams striving for world class performance. With cohesion and 
through a Team of Teams approach, FHC creates sustainable funding and – as a consequence - sutainable HP 
success.

Funding and Sustainability

• Create a FHC Foundation
• Build the Team of Teams through membership. Add the option of paying an additional fee on 

membership to fund National Teams – make it a choice to opt in and give a value for it.
• Support system growth by FHC supporting talent system tier 2, with numbers buying into FHC 

programs. NT players coach in the programs. 
• FHC should build the brand. Build each FHC ‘product’ – academies, competition, education materials 

and be clear that revenue generated is to fund national team success. 
• NextGen and Assistant Coaches for FHC National team programs could be funded through partnerships. 

Provincial funding for high performance should be aimed at high performance under FHC technical 
leadership.

• If clubs and Universities have the means for joint positions and HP funding, partnerships with these 
entities should also be considered.

• Move coaching overheads for pathway coaches from FHC to clubs and provinces and partners.
• Use CSI system for IST leads removes FHC overheads in short-term. 
• Moving support coach positions to provinces, clubs, universities – partnerships (removed FHC 

overheads experience directly docking into domestic environment FHC HP leadership across country 
and embedded in communities)
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Form strategical partnerships

Give alumni key player roles on various teams

• Canadian Banks: team up with Toronto Dominion or Bank of Nova Scotia to run foundation and use 
them/their network of business customers to establish support (content/career coaching/funding) for nat 
teams/single players/projects

• Energy/infrastructure companies (Enbridge/Pembina) as partners (connectedness/(talent)pathway/
energy=pipeline) for long-term support of foundation and short-term projects

• Engage alumni in coaching on all levels
• Engage alumni on event levels (internationals; outdoor/indoor competition; clash of “university titans”, 

Surrey invitational, whatever; make sure FHC is on board and is also represented by alumni)
• Make them ambassadors of team of team idea
• Use their “fame” and network to build and grow foundation (once it reaches a billion dollars you can 

finance and support anything); use their network to find potential sponsors
• Use them to build story (like All Blacks; it is about the jersey! About Tradition and NOW! Not just about 

glory days long gone). Hockey Canada are another good example of this and Field Hockey Canada 
should try to build this culture / story. 

• Maybe they can help build FHC branded Academy system and grow it all over the place



CONCLUSION

FIELD HOCKEY CANADA - HP REVIEW 2020 
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FINAL REMARKS

Outlining a solution not necessarily means we find the best solution here in this paper. I believe stakeholders in 
field hockey Canada and FHC should use the outlined solution in combination with the offered ideas and adapt 
structure and ideas to their own environment. This should be done to nurture “ownership” among “key players”. 
Stakeholders don’t get a recipe, they get a pre-structured realm of possibilities to create their own future. A 
future as part of a successful field hockey community in Canada

In the solutions offered I have focused solutions on key organizational features. This is the crux of the problem 
and has to be core of the solution. In phase 1 of this review, I read plan after plan produced by the HP leads in 
FHC over the last number of years. These were comprehensive. They had depth charts, plans, rankings. They 
were all plausible plans. But they did not lead to high performance and so things need to change. There has to 
be high performance plans which involve playing world class teams every year – even if it means losing (and 
learning) for many occasions in the first 1-3 years. There has to be system plans which are actually DONE. So 
far this has not happened because of the lack of the team of teams approach. Develop all stakeholders as a team 
of teams = finally delivering the system. 

The 8-year strategy for a podium in 2028 must be a priority for the HDP. Many of the pieces are already in 
place. Changing the story and getting the community behind success as something worth striving for. Without 
the team of teams approach, it is too easy for the same old story to come back. For the ‘me’s’ in the community 
to discredit the vision as something unattainable. It is always safer not to change. If nothing changes, everything 
stays the same. My sense is that FHC has leadership that are able and willing to take on this challenge. As 
I have mentioned before I believe the task is huge. On the other hand it presents such a big opportunity for 
Canadian field hockey to achieve something that was unthinkable in the last decades. Imagine what can happen 
in the near future if certain stakeholders align forces and play together as “One Team” in a Team of Teams set 
up. As basketball coaching legend Phil Jackson puts it: 

“Good teams become great ones, when members trust each other enough, to surrender the “Me” for the “We”. 
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